Inter-disciplinary academic enquiry shares the challenge to explore the social and ethical applications of research into today's globalised but increasingly complex world. Positive psychology examines how life can be well in this broader enquiry of the social and moral contexts of 'individual' happiness. In this it begins to embrace innovative, qualitative research methods alongside its earlier positivistic, scientific approach, in the social transition to enquire more inductively. This research therefore attempts two things. The substantive research explores how experiences of self-transcendence may emerge in the choice of altruistic values, to 'love an enemy', potentially at cost to personal 'selfhood' in pur-suit of a well society. Secondly, it presents the innovative 'aes-thetic discourse analysis' as a means to examine the motivational or moral impulse of personhood, where the self becomes 'sensible' to agentic change. It draws on Bakhtin's use of genre, emotional intonation and chronotope to interrogate the 'feltness' of selfconscious motivation. In three focus groups, people who are all committed to the selftranscendent value to love the Other, con-verse with Others from different backgrounds and belief systems. The research discovers that lived experiences of self-transcen-dence co-occur with ontological and epistemological re-shaping of self-consciousness.
Introduction
Study into the nature of 'the self' as a conscious being has mushroomed in recent years (Baumeister 1987 (Baumeister , 2011 with the Cartesian 'bounded, separate' individual (Westerman 2013 ) and the eradication of any 'distinction between world and mind, object and subject' (Gergen 1991, 103) at the outer perimeters of the discussion. A post-modern reaction to modern positivism, the latter position, as a social constructionist view, might now give way to the emerging social shift towards an integrative approach (e.g. Lomas, Hefferon and Ivtzan 2014) . Such integration of cross-cultural perspectives and practices into selfhood (Kwee 2011; Wong 2012) , strengthens the appeal for a moral, ethical or spiritual dimension to the study, where 'transcendence' has become a frequent, but very varied reference, (e.g. Schnell 2011; Schwartz 1994 ). The intention is therefore to explore what self-transcendent experience exposes of our understanding of selfhood, and of its being potentially re-shaped, reflectively and ethically.
The hypothesis
This is that self-transcendence (ST) would be evident in 'going beyond' an evolutionary self-preserving consciousness, and an interrogation of the potentially transcendent selfconscious behaviour associated with love for an 'enemy' other, will also address the research gap into value-motivated altruism (Batson, Ahmad, and Lishner 2009) and into compassionate love (Oman 2011) . Darley and Batson (1973) examined the religious motivation for helping values which resulted 'far less often than expected' in helping behaviour. This enquiry, using the same narrative text as Darley and Batson (1973) , explores loving behaviour towards an enemy as a human value-motivated altruism, which in principle transcends the self-interested, kinship selection, self-expansion or other egoistic motivations of altruism (Dugatkin 2006) . It is further hypothesised that, at the point where 'self-sacrificing' behaviour is specifically valued, an agentic self may emerge in pursuit of self-authored altruistic values from among a polyphony of competing voices.
Self-transcendence as an agentic self
Reference to ST is multi-faceted in the literature. Both Maslow (1971) and Frankl (1966) suggested that ST is a values-oriented aspect of humanness, which, though strongly disapproved then, today may help 'bridge between the cross-cultural values literature and a major theory of motivation' (Koltko-Rivera 2006, 313) . Values-creation is a 'primary, or native orientation' (Frankl 1966, 98 ) of a transcendent human, or 'deciding' being (Frankl 2011 ). Piedmont's (1999) enquiry into 'spiritual' transcendence sees it as 'a fundamental capacity of the individual, a source of intrinsic motivation, that drives, directs and selects behaviours ' (988) . His measurement scale however references 'individual' personality rather than values, with a somewhat positivistic bias, viewing 'life from a larger, more objective perspective' (Piedmont 1999, 988 ). Cloninger's (1999) and Reed's (2009) ST scales draw heavily on a medical model, inappropriate to a more explorative, philosophical enquiry; Haase et al's (1992) concept paper is more helpful; it identifies three facets of ST 'as reaching out beyond self-concern, stepping back from and moving beyond what is, and extending self-boundaries inwardly, outwardly and temporally' (Haase et al. 1992, 144) .
A reflective, potentially agentic self is implicit in such self-transcendent movement from or beyond, inward, outward or time-imposed limitation, and suggests an enquiry into moments of awareness of such movement, and the boundaries which this sensitiv-ity encounters. As such it resonates with the 'in-between' of Gadamer's (2004) philosophical hermeneutical approach to understanding, and the 'moment of transcendence in which we come to understand ourselves differently' (Davey 2006, xi) . Selfunderstanding in such a moment should not be understood as the 'deciding being' finally emerging but Gadamer's approach does imply the self's responsiveness to the moment where, in dialogue with an Other, a culturally and socially located individual becomes 'sensible' of the interaction between many voices and 'entails an ethical disposition' (Davey 2006 loc 1584). Gadamer's 'sensibility' is first felt as an emotional disturbance in becoming aware of the centripetal pull of socio-cultural and familiar, other-authored, voices which tell us who and how we 'should' be (Gadamer 1981) . This research thus seeks to explore this sensibility as the experience of Haase's transcendence, firstly as awareness of such 'social embeddedness' and then potential movement away from it and towards 'a felt sense of responsibility' (Sullivan and McCarthy 2004, 296) , and more agentic participation in shared, lived experience.
Discursive psychology
To research potential evidence of a movement towards self-transcendence in such a moment of self-aware understanding will therefore require 'a lived context' and suitable analytical tools to measure and compare different psychological and social interactions. In the ongoing discussions around the strengths and weaknesses of a qualitative approach to analysis, Discursive Psychology (DP) and Conversational Analysis (CA) have been in the forefront of criticism and responses. Stokoe, Hepburn and Antaki, (2012) suggest we 'see Frosh, 1999; Parker, 2005: 91-92 ; for replies, see Edwards, Ashmore & Potter, 1995; Edwards, 2006; 2007' . The distinctive strength that DP offers is a 'change of analytic focus . . . (which) investigates how "psychology" and "reality" are produced, dealt with and made relevant by participants in and through interaction.' (Hepburn and Wiggins 2005, my itals) . Hepburn and Wiggins (2005) argue for the necessity of a DP approach as one able to discern the deep biases built into certain methodological approaches, which philosophical hermeneutics also terms a 'woeful insensitivity' (Davey 2006 (Davey loc 1498 , and which potentially contribute to a lack of transformative change. The fresh focus that DP offers is to look for the nuances and movement that can take place between people in social interaction, where Tileagă (2006) particularly argues moral discourse is constructed, and can be discerned in 'the intricacies of discourse'. Given the hypothesis of the potential discovery of moments of self-transcendence in an analysis of conversation in real time and lived experience, how might such intricate moments be identified in the discourse?
Aesthetic discourse: genre, time-space elaboration and emotional intonation Aesthetic discourse analysis (ADA) (Sullivan 2012) , is helpfully innovative in its focus on interrogating Gadamer's feltness of the self's probing movement towards potential reshaping. As such, it offers a similar novelty to that which DP suggests, that individuals, in situated practices and in interaction with difference, may find and express a resource to struggle against the deep 'matrix of abstract social processes' (Hepburn and Wiggins 2005) . Such novelty is probably essential to interrogate these depths, especially in the times of such social and political upheaval which this journal edition addresses, 'with contributors (who) are innovatory and applied researchers' (personal communication). I gladly admit to the axiology of employing deep-structural and hopeful methods as means towards hopeful and deeply renewing ends, should the hypothesis prove correct. I am equally persuaded by ADA as an empirically stringent discourse analytical tool which draws on Bakhtin's work on the polyphonic novel (Bakhtin 1981) . He describes the analysis of genre, emotional affect, and imaginatively embodied time-space motifs as the affective, intoned 'language' of this potential sensibility. This combination makes it specifically appropriate to investigating the 'alogical' facet of personhood associated with both the moral conscience (values) and love itself (Frankl 2011) in this research.
Genre has long been studied and functioned as a literary device. In the conversa-tional interactions of this research however, genre is not understood as 'instituted' (Maingueneau 2002) , where it pre-determines the kind of discourse required in any given situation, such as an academic paper. Nor are genres 'fixed schemata' (Keunen 2000) of pre-emptive social patterning in the discourse. Though genre can and does function in both these ways, and dialogic conversation certainly engages with the implicit connotations generated by invoked genres, certain types of genre may generate potential at the 'in-between' of what was and what may be, towards the possibility of re-shaping individual and collective consciousness.
Stern (2010) speaks of different types of life experience as 'Forms of Vitality', as 'Gestalt', or whole, experiences which involve, at a phenomenological level, direction, (i.e. approach or withdrawal), intentionality and embodiment in time and space coming together. Discourse, like movement, is a form of vitality with these phenomena hidden within it. Particular genres, or types of discourse, carry in them these 'whole' experiences as deeply coded shapes in our discourse which we feel in and through the conversation, and which carry different demands on us. Based in Bakhtin's well researched theories, this enquiry will interrogate the phenomenon of the directionality of the discourse, which he refers to as 'outside-in', 'inside-out' or, specifically, 'doublevoiced', to track if there are resonances with changes of sensibility.
Chronotope is the finer-grained analysis of genre which exposes how its component elements of movement, time, space and intention are differently configured. If we examine the chronotope's own meaning in two different genres, we can perceive the different configurations in which it too can be experienced, and, importantly, felt. For instance, a chronotope, in scientific text, is a 'four-dimensional mental image(s) combining the three spatial dimensions with the time structure of temporal action' (Keunen in Borghart et al. 2010 ). As such, at its own 'chronotopic' level, it is imagined as a defined space, high, wide and long; a cube then, with time, measured in relation to space as movement, somehow implicated. So this strong box-like structure moves and we observe, passively. For us there is no access, our understanding is static, and the potential of the situation and our responsibility in it is limited. We may then feel frustrated by the 'objective' description, and actually experience the chronotope as a 'Gordion knot without an Alexander in sight' (Holquist 2010, 19 )! We feel the mental paralysis of a knotted understanding, and intone it with an exclamation mark. Yet within this second chronotope, a different future is also implicit. An Alexander will arrive with a newly imagined solution, in which role we are invited to participate. We sense this future potential and the challenge to move towards it. So different genres (scientific or tragic) of lived experience will be configured in chronotopic detail; that is the timeorientation and spacial definition evoked in the discourse, whether small or large, open or closed, which can be observed, approached or avoided, fast or slowly. The specific configuration will animate different emotional affect.
Emotional intonation, the speeded-up discourse, the ironic giggle, the raised voice, become descriptors of the feeling self's sensibility to different scenarios. Chronotope, traced in the time, space and movement evoked in the discourse, and emotional register, heard in the intonation, are our second and third means of tracing the changes in sensibility of the Self's 'intuitively' reflective, potentially transcendent movement (Frankl 2011) . With these tools to hand we approach the research.
Method
Conversations in focus groups would be recorded for subsequent discourse analysis. Ethical approval was received from the University of East London Ethics Committee.
A. data collection of dialogic discourse
(1) Participants
The first researcher works across the UK and Europe in organisational change in statutory provision of education and health, and charities, in particular faith communities. This usually involves consideration of negotiating strongly held values and beliefs in an increasingly pluralistic, secularised society. At the same time, the organisational structures of western political systems, including at the local level, have come under severe pressure from globalised 'biopower', whereby it is suggested that the 'sovereignty' of global capital, law and war has subsumed transcendence itself (Mitchell 2011) . In response, both new political awareness (Agamben 1998) , new theological thinking (Ward 2005) and new community initiatives (Love 2013) are exploring a freshly 'transcendent', love-based motivation as an alternative radical enough to contest this hegemony. The researcher drew on these inter-disciplinary, long-term relationships to investigate this transcendence at a psychological level. Three co-ordinators introduced the researcher to potential participants. Each received a personal email to explain the process and, if happy to engage with it, was asked to sign the consent form, which included an affirmation of a 'desire to love rather than harm a potential enemy, and the commitment to love such an "other" person as important to me'. Participants were invited to dialogue with others holding the same values but who also embodied difference, with a view to capturing discourse about altruistic behaviour which might itself evoke the transcendent movement of reflective self-reshaping in dialogue with a different 'other'. As dialogism may be with a text as well as with other persons, the conversation was initiated around the ancient text of 'The Good Samaritan' which discusses values-led motivation and behaviour. Arguably, within its own context, the text also provoked a re-framing of social norms (Alison 2007).
(2) Procedure
Focus groups. Despite a normative expectation of consensus (Halkier 2010) counterintuitive to this enquiry, conversation in focus groups offered broader experience of difference than dialogue or interview; collection of sufficient data within a limited time frame; and potential comparison between the different groups' data.
• The first focus group (FG1), a quasi-control group,1 embodied only individual differences between 11 Christian-background men and women from a rural English community, aged 34 to 67. All have withdrawn from participation in religious structures but hold to values and beliefs they live out politically at an individual level.
•
The second group (FG2) was constituted in a city where peace activists have built relationships between different faith and cultural groups. It consisted of 7 women and men, aged 18 to 66, from the Muslim, Sikh, Christian, Jewish and non-faith communities. These, though holding widely dissimilar beliefs, draw on commonly shared altruistic values, to impact the wider socio-political landscape.
• A third group (FG3) of 11 was convened with volunteers from 10 different ethnic backgrounds, from Venezuela to Uzbekistan, Uganda to Germany, working tem-porarily in a Christian community. 85% were under 30; all are involved in a values-defined community.
A dialogical approach indicates an interested axiology and the researcher's participation is included and was explained to each group at the outset.
Qualitative conversational analysis. Within a predominantly scientific psychology this requires clarifications of expectations and epistemological framework (Madill, Jordan, and Shirley 2000) . This exploratory research did not aim to fulfil the expectations of a realist scientific framework but did seek to follow such authenticating protocols of the scientific community to establish its research credibility. It therefore adopted a strict and systematic procedure to process all the data.
•
The conversations were fully transcribed as described by Ten Have (2015), covering the main symbols used in conversational analysis, but including some newly invented codes, e.g. *the sound of smiling*, since intonation is such an important factor in this analysis.
The discourse was closely examined for Key Moments (KM) where at least two of the three factors, genre, chronotope or intonation, changed significantly and at the same time.
• Recognising the analyst's interpretation in the selection of these key moments will, to an extent, be a 'charismatic' application of 'bureaucratic' processes (Sullivan 2012) , the conversations were concluded with a time for participants to reflect and record their experience of any moments that felt significant to them as an important balancing factor.
• KMs were then entered into Key Moments Overview Charts (KMOC) to track the overall movements of the different conversations.
The key question put to the data was 'Where and how is the self being potentially reshaped in multi-voiced interaction?' 2. Results FG 1: The striking feature in the KMOC was that 9 of the 11 moments recorded a genre shift with either intonation or chronotope changes supporting it; further analysis discovered 22 such shifts overall. Bakhtin's description (Sullivan 2012 ) of discourse direction facilitated this interrogation. While genres vary, some share a monological approach, where the author or speaker is him/herself further 'authorised' by the genre; it is an 'outside-in' discourse which carries historical force and intention, as in an epic or academic form, where the author/speaker shapes the hero/listener. Where the hearer wants to engage, s/he may re-author the discourse, incorporating it into his/her voice with a changed intonation, such as an ironic tone, as 'inside-out' directionality, but the hero's remains subordinate to the authorial voice. A 'double-voiced' discourse, such as a blog or a microdialogue, contains more than one authorising position and several differently intoned responses to it.
Melodramatic genre, genres shifts and discourse direction
The FG1 conversation began with discourse strongly resonating with Greek melodrama. Arrowsmith (1963) references Greek theatre as concerned with ideas rather than with moral character; a monological genre, it authorises ideas but gives limited scope to audience engagement. In its earliest form it included musical episodes (melo is Greek for musical) and later developed into the mediaeval mystery play, where the sung element was liturgical, reinforcing the dominant discourse (Bellinger 1927) . Singer (2001) , refer-ring to more modern melodrama, identifies pathos, moral polarisation, emotionalism and sensationalism as factors of the genre. Yet in Greek theatre a key role is played by the chorus, and Weiner (1980) makes a telling argument for them to be seen as singers and dancers enhancing the theatricality, but also prefiguring Brecht's 'alienation effect', of giving time and space to the audience to 'stop feeling and begin to think' (Weiner 1980, 211) .
Illustratively, KM1 begins to create the scene:
Annie: Uum (2) Would I see:: (2) a man who'd been set upon (1) Would I actually see him (2) or her (1) Have I seen him or her (1) or have I (.) walked past not even noticing.
So is your question answering one of (.) Brian's, is s your question (.) under what circumstances could you walk past, you're you're s suggesting ? Annie: Sometimes I may not even notice (.) so so (1) being so self-absor::bed or focused (.) not necessarily self-absorbed but (.) focused on a (1) pa::th (.) don even notice ↑ the need.
[Mmm] Maybe. (2) So it could be an answer couldn't it to Brian's question. (3) R:
So if we peel back those circumstances what would make us so (.) focussed n so blind? (5) ((breath intakes/sighs))
We feel the melodrama as pathos in the lengthy pauses, the elongated words and the accentuation of Annie's delivery as an expectation of failure. When the researcher probes her meaning, Annie hardly breaks her rhythm; the regular emphases, repetitions, and elongations persist, almost hypnotically. The pauses lengthen, and though the facilitator prompts discussion, the dramatic atmosphere is increased by the prolonged silence, broken only by the sound of breathing and sighs. Time seems to stand still. Very slowly 'the chorus' responds: Matt: Yeah, I'd say self-preoccupation (1) it's not (3) don't know whether that's selfish or whether it's busyness it's somewhere in between i it's just just tied up in (.) your own little world (7) In singsong questioning, the chorus appears in the drama, not as actors but re-enforcing the dramatic scene-setting, following the main lead. The researcher's slight laugh triggers the beginning of awareness, Carl's prosaic, landed intonation signals a shift of consciousness and, after a collective baited breath of five long seconds, Matt's 'Yeah' shifts the discourse from the ill-defined hypnotic magical space to an owned world. The chronotope has 'thickened' to a lived reality ('everyday habit' rather than grand ideas), but the intonation remains hesitant, where he feels 'tied up' in a 'tiny' space relative to the sheer scope of the dramatic chronotope which he struggles to encapsulate: 'I it's just just . . .' As the Choryphaeus of the Greek chorus, he lives the dichotomy between becoming an actor or remaining a theatrical adjunct. The collective voice continues in the melodic/hypnotic space.
Jane: Even doing what you think is the ↑right thing?
Carl: Mmm Matt: or the ↑wise thing.
Carl: Mmm
Jane: the wise thing Matt: I don't think it's particularly wise to go and (.) hm (.) put yourself on the line in that scenario (4)
The full generic shift is from dramatic to the ironic 'wise' which demands interrogation, and Matt's voice authors the challenge that without reflection, pausing to think as well as feel, we are only players in a 'scenario'.
An overview of the generic shift pattern is précised in Table 1 where discourse 'soundbites' illustrate the following analysis. Though genres shift, the monological direction does not, remarkably through ten interactions, which holds the discourse at its melodramatic level of moral extremes. Melodrama meets 'expert' genre (Table 1, 3) , but the authoring voice remains outside-in, the intonation hammers 'questions' home as statements, limiting possibility for any listener to re-shape either the discourse or her approach to it. The pattern of dominant Greek actor and tentative hero continues; though the latter takes the discourse into an inside-out potential reframing, he is met repeatedly with strong authorial response, even within Frank's discourse (Table 1, 9) . A professional manager, Frank shifts to that genre to 'evaluate' the emotions one 'encounters' rather than feels; he approaches the question as an extradiegetic administrator of events, and his supporting chronotope shift re-structures ill-defined magical space as 'precisely' timed, 'situated' and 'brought' to date. But, now accessible in felt time and space, Frank seems actually to experience fear as an 'absolute'. Focused, precise evalua-tion gives place again to universalised angst, and with passionately intoned persuasion, he unexpectedly re-authors the hearers to realise 'you know' that 'they don't care', and reasserts the moral polarisation of melodrama. The significant change in the group's conversation begins with Harry's contribution (Table 1 , 11) in a multi-voiced, narrative approach. It evokes Bakhtin's theory of 'novelness' (Holquist 2002), which puts 'different orders of experience -each of whose languages claims authority on the basis of its ability to exclude others, into dialogue with each other' (85). Different voices offer a diversity of truths in a narrative genre which challenges a hearer's single subjectivity. Harry's 'inter-narrative' discourse speaks simultaneously from his own felt paralysis in the face of human need; he also parodically re-authors the comments of others into the text, and warmly invokes a sense of relief at the human need for boundaries. The shared laughter, the comfortingly hummed agreement indicates a safe, 'actual' meeting space between the varied perspectives of a story which Harry feels, intones and lands as 'actually I find (.) the story quite boundaried (.) and practical (.)' The significance of the generic shift to a multi-voiced experience is underlined by the re-framing of the subsequent discourse. The answering 'expert' genre is this time interspersed with self-reflection; an intertextual microdialogue considers how changing information makes Lucy feel; and a strongly monological academic discourse also shifts midstream from considered 'objectivity' to breathy imagery. From there, conversation is equably shared awhile, before flowing into two monological utterances (Table 1, 15) but this time the group immediately re-structures the conversation into a carnival of shared, shouted, elemental human interaction. Pris's further discourse, and her feedback, described the internally-persuasive discourse of 'I do it' (Table 1, 19) , as a significant internal shift. Her moment of understanding, perceived in Harry's narratively framed boundaries of felt human experience, moved her from wanting to believe herself compassionate to the self-conscious conviction that her desire is actually matched in behaviour.
FG 2: It was unsurprising, given the history and make-up of this group that they majored in this same egalitarian genre, where, of 31 KMs at least 22 were clearly narrative in style. Bakhtin's (1981) work on the novel suggests it as a literary form which expresses the struggle between voices and subjectivity, and, as such, a descriptive experience of consciousness, illustrative of the different ways in which a person might function as a complex, multi-voiced self. Bakhtin describes these different aspects of selfhood as 'Ifor-myself' as 'spirit', and the 'soul' experience of the social self as 'I-for-other' and 'Other-for-me'. None of these exist alone but interact in a reflexive dialogue which continually re-shapes the self's consciousness. 'I-for-myself', whose background values and perspective are inaccessible from the subject position, becomes aware of the essential need of the 'other-for-me'. Equally needed by the other, 'I-for-other' generates contingency, or re-shaping potential, by disrupting the 'hero's' own subjectivity The self discovers the other either in embodied conversation between author and hero, or in 'internal' dialogue between other-authored voices, social embeddedness, and 'I-formyself', along with the responsibility to negotiate this reflective space. Movement and re-shaping of the parti-cipants are therefore the inherent dynamics of the narrative genre, which is full of such 'threshold' moments, and are significantly marked by 'double-voiced' discourse.
Narrative genre, threshold moments and double-voiced discourses
This was the distinctive discourse of FG2. James arrived with severe reservations about the text of 'the Good Samaritan,' which patterned the deeply affective discourse, in which different participants re-imagined historical/present/potential landscapes (chronotopes) to facilitate James's inclusion into the shared, 'in-between' space of the conversation. Several distinctive examples of such double-voiced interactions were further analysed. They present sometimes as different voices in the conversation, or in KMs signified by heightened intonation, 'microdialogue' where an individual expresses his own 'internal' discussion, or as intertextual chronotopes. Examples are listed in Table  2 and further exposed here. 
Joe I'll be your Rabbi

James OK ((laughter)) I really really like that
In James's microdialogue (Table 2 , 1), he re-authors both his Rabbi and a friend's voices as valid authorities, though the religious is intoned as primary; 'my' Rabbi is very immediate, while the dropped volume and future reference distances John's contribution, despite its description as 'amazing'. The third voice is James's own, probing his right to question the text, perceived as anti-Semitic; he appeals to religious authority to establish his own voice through the 'word with a loophole', an appeal to an ideal addressee to vindicate him in the anticipation of judgement of 'be::ing me'. Yet his desire for the others in the room is most pressing, as his raised voice engages them and overpowers any other voices. He reduces the question about his beliefs to 'this piece of paper' (The Consent Form's affirmation of desiring 'to love rather than harm a potential enemy') demoting its significance with a laughing question, and appeals again, loudly, for affirmation about the relevance of his contribution. It is the intonation that fills his utterance with movement. It indicates the seeking author, questioning which voice is his own, among others to which he refers with ambivalent commitment, in movement towards awareness and potential agency.
In Javed's (Table 2 , 2) intertextual chronotope, he re-authors James's religious conviction within a broader motif, a chronotope that holds open the boundaries to 'add' wisdom and expose the simultaneity of differently lived perspectives. His upwardly lilting intonation is felt as a gentle invitation to this landscape which includes Jesus, the contested hero, who stands in the shared experience of the learned rebel, like James stands in his own 'facticity'. The third space that encompasses the other two, the '(zeit) Geist', is the calling and identity space, to which James becomes sensible and radically shifts his approach ('NO, YOU'RE RIGHT absolutely'). Movement between the voices is clearly evident but the conversation moves on with James still ambivalent. Olu's voice (Table 2, 3) reasserts authorial discourse which shapes the hero: his attempt to probe James's psychology abnegated dialogue, and, clearly, at that moment, any understanding. Two findings are exposed. Firstly, engagement with the other may offer a 'transcendent moment', certainly as movement between voices, but can miss the shared understanding between discourse participants, Gadamer's 'matter at hand'. Secondly dialogism itself may risk becoming a 'super-genre', potentially constructing the dialogue with a hidden end in view. Though able to offer marvellously intertextual, alternative chronotopes to James, Javed's directionality displays a lack of mutuality, insisting twice, 'the other thing as well that I was gonna say'. His frequent default to a dominantly authorial discourse embodies a further discovery supported by the data from FG1, and FG3. Monological authorship may generate self-aware movement in another, but not agentic clarity. We discover in Javed's own, later self-reflection that an agentic, transcendent self emerges in an egalitarian dialogical interaction that involves movement in both author and hero, in fact emerging as a consciously relational self (39:2).
Javed: And for the first time in this conversa:tion, ss, this this is a bit of a self-reflection and stuff, right (.) I I'm quite intelligent? I know that about myself, right, and I know that I can usually enter into a conversation or any sort of situation and, like, kind of, handle it? But for the first time in this conversation, that level of exchange that we've just had, I felt (.) ↑really vulnerable? [Mm Mm] D'you know what I ↓me:an Uu:mm 'This conversation' has triggered a sensibility in Javed that has moved him away from 'intelligence' and autonomy, to a different 'level' of vulnerability, mutuality, and 'exchange'. Javed: . . . because you ask questions, you really probed me? where because I don't think I've really asked where that comes from, but it really is ↑important to me? D'you know what I me:an of like people ↑doing that? People, you know. I am willing (.) to put myself (.) into a ↑vulnerable position (.) for people to give me (.) the chance to really get to know me? . . . D'you know what I ↓me:an He embodies the discovery both of the 'risk' to the self's present understanding in an encounter with the other (Davey 2006 ) and the utter necessity of such vulnerability to 'give me (.) the chance to really get to know me'. His self-awareness is triggered by the 'probing' of the other's voice. A remarkable shift in his intonation is evidenced here, from interrogative, with the frequent 'D'you know what I ↑me:an,?' seeking common ground with the audience. Sullivan (2012) cites Bakhtin as describing such an 'interruption' as an opportunity, even the invitation of a seeking author, for the other to '"penetrate" self-consciousness' (Sullivan 2012, 53) . The changed intonation from rising to falling, 3 times, and only in the above data, is remarkable, suggesting that such 'penetration' has taken place. Earlier (32:3) Javed had contributed even more emotively about the nature of engaging lovingly with an Other. Javed: Like, are you willing to be violated, . . . are you willing to have your identity violated by knowing the other, but actually it also poses a big question mark over the way that we understand ↑love? . . . 1Lou: But the ke::y (2), the ke::y element in transformation is vulnerability. [Yeh] . So when you say a violation, I can-I struggle with that word, cos it's like (.) violation is something you do to me, I don't want done to me (.) whereas, the ability to open yourself up to be hurt, vulnerable, is is (.) also my ↑choice, as well
The lived experience here is intoned from a deeply personal place of self-transcendence that actually requires intimate, sensual, embodied, costly interaction with otherness, but in an agentic choice which recognises the essentiality of relationship. It suggests the full implication of Bakhtinian Self's 'spirit' in the 'soul' connections. Frankl (2011) has this Other-oriented-Self, 'the self (that) chooses the Thou,' as truly agentic, transcendently activated by the moral conscience 'in the emotional and intuitive, nonrational depths of the spiritual unconscious' (Frankl 2011, loc 523) .
Joe demonstrates the movement towards this spirit/soul connection, in the discourse to which most feedback referred (Tables 2, 5 and 6). He stretches himself to embrace a broad self-consciousness to overlap with James's lived experience. He re-frames love as a shared human experience, appealing to philosophy, experience, others in the room, as well as including the ancient, disputed text. He draws the chronotope as itself transcen-dent in its scope, high to the heavens' 'divine la:w', generalised to the 'a::ll', but as personal as a 'tiny' book, as 'actually' today's 'problematized' experience. It appears both shockingly penetrative ('Pardon?!') and kindly wooing to James's sensibility, ('I really really like that'); it is equally self-re-shaping for Joe as the researcher re-authors his voice, intradiegetically, in the narrative. 
Given the level of feedback, and the lived impact for James and Joe in the dialogue, this data set contributes particularly to the enquiry. It evidences both movement ('beginning to get into') and transcendent re-shaping ('encou:nter my own shadow self') in one, and in other, a shift 'back from' separated text, belief and cognition to 'really really liking' the experientially positive affect where 'we're all of those things', the shared embodied experiences. The shift takes place for both, when 'I-for-other' and 'Other-for-me' coincide in shared understanding, at the level of moral con-science. 'When I: (.) reach out' lingers over the 'I', pausing to connect self-conscious 'I-for-myself' outwardly; where, only in relation with the 'other', 'I begin to 'encou::ter my own shadow self'. Joe's feedback refers to this shadow as a felt defensiveness of his social history. He transcended it in his movement into the re-imagined, inclusive chronotope which allowed a re-shaping encounter. James's sensibility of this inclusion spontaneously integrated the resisted text into 'I', in 'whereas I Jewish text and I really like. . .' His feedback explained it happened when the other stood in the place of his painfully received understanding and re-framed it. Such self and other re-shaping suggests a necessary, indeed transcendently reframed 'meeting place', and self-persuaded, even sacrificial movement into it. FG 3: By contrast, in FG3 it was difficult to identify even 8 KMs in which two shifts were evident. It was unexpected that most participants struggled with the English language, making the intonation particularly difficult to interpret. Heightened emotion was observable, also complex to interpret, since it often reflected frustration with communication difficulties and the impact on selfconsciousness was highly uncertain, and the feedback forms gave no further clarity. This lack of nuanced participation perhaps necessitated the default genre. Buhler's (2010) exposé of Platonic dialogue refers to its early use in facilitating discussion between different theological and denominational perspectives, and it was into this genre, and its related Socratic questioning, that the discourse fell.
Socratic/platonic drama
The main evidence from this group reinforced the finding that strongly monological discourse, albeit influenced by the lack of linguistic flexibility, militated against significant re-shaping. As listed (see Table 3 ), dramatic sub-genres were evident as the mood moved from courtroom drama, with an expectation of judgement, to more romantic drama, potentially more hopeful but with the same teleological expectation of solution rather than encounter. Several other interactions also, often somewhat confrontationally, sought resolution, some of which involved the researcher. Even though aware of the dynamics, in the pressure of the dominant discourse she was cast, and sometimes responded, in the role of 'Socrates', the reference point of resolution. An age difference between the analyst and the younger group could, culturally, have added to this effect, as might the role of 'academic researcher'. It is mentioned here, not *as a 'word with a loophole', seeking vindication from the reader*, but as reflective feedback on the frustrating constraint of monological genres. It suggests that the epistemological for-matting of 'truth'-seeking conversation can lock even alert participants out of the shared space that facilitates agentic change. It also suggests further interrogation is needed into the impact of very significant difference in age, language and/or culture (indeed 'other-ness') on a participant's chosen 'seeking' or 'needy' approach. The step between aware-ness and agency is again exposed. 
Discussion
Hesitations, grounded in the on-going debate around accurate and 'conceptually appropriate' methods of enquiry, particularly in 'inter-cultural' research (Frijda and Jahoda 1966 ) may yet be expressed about some of the findings suggested here. Two charges which might be levelled at this research will be the choice of such an innovative (unscientific?) methodology as 'aesthetic' discourse analysis, and a potential 'over-interpretation' of the data. The inter-cultural argument, extending to inter-disciplinary research, is addressed by the Loughborough School critiquing 'the way notions of individuality are built into methods (which psychology uses)… at a very deep level' (Hepburn and Wiggins 2005) with a re-worked vision of personhood that is crucial to an enquiry into self-conscious agency. It might now be safely argued, especially in today's multi-cultural but globalised world, that participative methods of tracking inter-actions between very different people with shared values would be of great relevance, as long as grounded in authentic research methods. This enquiry was able to listen to the deeper structure of discourse as the felt sensibility of participants in the challenge, potential, and responsibility of engaging with difference. Using aesthetic analysis to track shifting values and sensibilities, grounded both in a philosophical hermeneutical methodology and in Bakhtin's robust research on changing genre, chronotope and intonation, gave good evidence that these can function as 'the sound that value makes' (Sullivan and McCarthy 2004) . The issue of interpretation is one that must be faced in all qualitative approaches, and reflective honesty about axiology, a desire for innovative hopefulness in the present world scene has been offered. A potentially disruptive style of reporting is also acknowledged, diverting from 'academic' expression, to what some have termed a poetic bent, which may invite further criticism of researcher obtrusiveness. It is deliberately disruptive both as an example and in hope, since, while instituted (e.g. academic) genres inform readers, a more narrative, 'felt' interaction may allow for changes of approach, even self-transcendence, in participants. Participating in the lived research experience was impactful and informative, which is hopefully reflected in employing relevant genres to report it. So also, the corroboration of feedback from all involved gives information and confidence that the selection of KMs did indeed highlight such impactful shifts and moments of different understanding.
Three distinct findings from the research can be summarised. Firstly, the disjunction discovered by Darley and Batson (1973) between self-confessed values and behaviour was also identified between spoken idealised values and the intoned expectation of disappointment in living out those values for many in this research. The disjunction remained unchallenged where the conditions for reflecting on the ambivalence were not established. Where individual moments of reflectivity offered potential movement towards self-awareness, the centripetal pull of a monological genre was found to be severe, and agentic behaviour curtailed. It suggested the potential correlation between authorial outside-in discourses and an unreflective, residually positivistic epistemology, which seeks to expose 'truth' in verbal communication.
Secondly, the disjunction was successfully challenged. A distinct shift to engage in a narrative approach significantly moved the conversation from the default mode of 'thinking rather than feeling', and stimulated very different interaction. A moment of transcendent re-shaping happened in co-operative, carnival discourse when Pris reauthored an internally persuasive worldview of hopeful potential in boundaried demand. She lived a moment of understanding herself as morally and agentically related to those around her, which transcended her earlier self-consciousness. Both the discourse analysis and her and others' reflective reporting suggest an ontological reshaping beyond the self-protectionism of an individualised consciousness which otherwise, seemingly always, internally contradicts a cognitive choice of altruistic values.
James also evidenced self-transcendent experience in immediate intonation, re-framed chronotope and thoughtful self-reports, triggered by the agentic movement of Joe, the seeking author. Re-framing himself with James in an open, rather than contested chronotope, his movement was from an historic perception to being together 'in' a lived event, as elementally different from a verbal, 'truth'-seeking interaction as water is from air.
Thirdly then, awareness is potentially transcendent, but agency is the self-persuaded act to 'dive in' to a reconfigured consciousness, where 'vocation' (chosen values) 'coincides with the movement of the calling toward itself' (Agamben 2005) . The transcendent effect occurred where shared space was created into which the participants could move from or beyond their authorial isolation and felt like a centripetal spinning together. The possibility exists therefore that these 'self-transcendent experiences' are merely evidence of a trans-figured social construction rather than personally agentic. The sterility of an atomised self is increasingly disputed (e.g. Becker and Marecek 2008) , and the integration of other-oriented worldviews (e.g. Uchida and Kitayama 2009) is changing the collective understanding. The discourse analysis however, in the fine-grained enquiry of language, directionality, space, time and movement, intonation and affect argues more for a moral, internally-persuasive participation in a re-configured, loving and appreciative sociality.
Conclusion
Deliberate difference necessarily demanded self-conscious movement from participants in these conversations. They either moved in avoidance of the 'Samaritan' other, the enemy of one's comfortable homeostasis, or towards the 'Good Samaritan' neighbour whose help out of isolated paralysis was needed. The evidence suggests that the latter re-orientation co-occurs with epistemological and ontological re-shaping, and the effect of the choice to engage with a rebalanced consciousness of self in relationship with, rather than to, others. In some cases, it was sufficiently energetic to re-frame the discourse and other participants' self-awareness, as well as the shared understanding of socially constructed concepts such as 'enemy'. Further enquiry into how to facilitate opportunities to engage in re-shaping discourse with such moral and ethical potential is surely indicated. Notes 1. A scientifically acceptable control group would not be possible, given that 'otherness' can never be eliminated. The level of homogeneity in this group was distinctly higher in terms of shared worldview and cultural experience, to offer potential comparisons.
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